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ABSTRAOT

lhe purpose of the present research vuas to examine
the hypothesis that the effeet of the average anount of
opponent cooperatÍon on player cooperaüion ís a fr¡nction of
both the playerrs motivation and trust" 71 Ss pJ.ayed Zl¡ tríals
of the prisonerfs dilemma gane under either cooperative or
conpetitive motivatíon conditions. 9ts level of trust wae
obtained from previous trials on the prisonerrs dÍlenma game
which required the S to predict his opponentts respotreêeo
One-half of the $s played a cooperatíve opponent, the other
half a noncooperetive opponent"
The results indicated that neither pJ.ayer notivation
Ror trust were rel-ated to the anount of player cooperation in
this experinent. A secondary analysis suggesüed that research

in thie

area should take into consideration a

¡B@re

detailed

descrÍption of ühe interaction in the prisonetrrs dilemna ganeô
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INTRODUgTION

Various games have been enployed

to study sscial

lnteraetion. lhese ganeg require a player and two or Eore
opponents ts seLect one of a limited number of responseE in
a hlghly structured gane situation" The prisonerrs direnma
gane has been of parüicurar interest as a setting for the
study of eooperative behavior" sinee the payoffs in thís gane
are contingent on both player and opponent resrponses, the
assunption has been that the gane represents an interaction
eituation ín whieh the cooperatÍon of the player is contingent
on the cooperation of the opponent. rn addition, decisÍon
theoriesr based on the h¡pothesis that ttre playerts eooperation
ís a function of the expected utility of the payoffs, predict
a similar contingency. However, opponent cooperation has
been found to have no effect on player cooperation. rf the
prisonerts dile¡nma game Ls to be used to sÈudy interaction and
deeision theory is to be the basis for predÍctions in the
prisonerts dÍlensa gane, then the relationship between player
and opponent cooperation nust be denonstrated. Wtrile opponent
cooperation does not effect the average anount of player

2

cooperaüion¡

it

nay have consistent effects

relative to other

variables in the situation. The present experinent

to

was

the effect of opponent cooperation as a
funeËion of two such variabres, the prayerrs notivation and.
desi"gned

exemine

frust.
Theoret

ical Baekground

of sociar interaetÍon has been
greatly facilitated by the mathenaüical treatnent of ganes by
The systematic study

von Nermann and Morgenstern (196¿e). Their anarysis requires
that the socÍal interaction be described as a gamê in which
two or more playere receive payoffs¡ ioê. polnts, money, or
anything of value whieh can be ordered aecording to preference

interval scale, The dÍsÈribution of these payoffs rust
be effected by Èhe play of each partieipant in the ganen For
each particÍpant, the object of the gane is to accumurate as
large a total payoff as possible. since the payoff is
partialJ.y controlled by every participant in the game, eaeh
prayer must take into account his opponentrs behavior v¡hen
selecting his own strategy. Game theory coneists of the
anarysÍs and claseificatíon of ganes to aid in the selection
of a best strategy. The basie postulate is that au
partieipants are perfectly rational, A rational participant¡
given that alL other participants are rational, can easily
arrive at the best strategy for a sinpre gane, A familiar
on an

3

of a gane which has an obvious best strategy is tictac-toe. The best strategy for eaeh player in ühis gaüe is
to nark at least one square in each r@w, column, and díagonal.
example

a best strategy can be arrived at in gane theory
only when the player can be absoLutely certain that the
opponent j.e rational and that the game eontafns enough
informatisn to assign the opponent one and only one best
strategyn rn practicer it is not arways possible to be so
certain.
When decision theories are applied to the analysf.s
of ganes, they intrsduce the concept of probability, thus
eLininating the need for certainty about the opponentrs
behavior. Decisíon theories are based on the general hypothesís
that a response A is preferred to a response B beeause the
subject expects the response A to lead to a greater payoff in
the long rurtr l[his expeeted value corresponds to the
nathenatícal concept of expected value in that it i.s a functim
of both the value (nr¡nerical value on the interval scale of
preference) of the payoff and the probability that this payoff
will oceur on any one triaL. lfhe probability that a partícuLar
payoff will occur is the probabilÍty of each of the possibLe
opponent responseso The introduetion of the concept of
probability is particuJ.arly ueefur in making predictione for
the prisonertE dilenma gene.
Horueverr

Prisgner?s Dilenr¿a

prisonerrs dilemma game usuarly involves two
persons, a player and an opponent, each with two choices, The
choices are only of two kinds cooperative (C) and noncooperative
(D)r although the gane can be expanded to include a larger
The

of choices and opponents" The noncoopenatíve choice gives
the player a greater payoff than the alternative kind of choice,
regardless of what his opponent does. However, the eooperatíve
choice for each player gives a greater payoff if both prayers
nake this cooperati.ve choÍce (CrC) than if both players make a
noncooperative choice (DrD), Should the player make a cooperative
choice when his opponent makes a noncooperative choice (cro), the
player receives the lowest possible payoff and his opponent
receives the highest possible payoff and vice-versa. Thus the
dilemma, to cooperate and risk a noncooperative opponent
choice, or not to cooperate and settle for a smaller payoff if
the opponent makes the same choice" The mathematical properties
of the gaae are given in Figure J.
The experimenter is also in a dilenna when he attempts
to nake predictions about cooperation in the prÍsonerrs dilernma
gameu From a sinple garûe theory analysis we find that when the
player is required to base his play on the assumption that his
opponent is rational, he starts out on the following circular
number

reasoning paths
rlThe

best outcome for both of us is (trC¡"

However,
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Opponent

Cooperative

Cooperative Defecting
*1*1
*Z*3

Player

Defecting

*3*z

*tn*u

i" sreater t13n__*e * *3) and x, is greater
ll::"--r"1.
than x4 'is greater than x2Í
Fig" 1.

dilemma

The mathematical properties

gâffieo

of the prisonerts

o

if player 2 assumes that I shall choose C, he nay
well also play D to win the largest payoff. To
protect myself, I will also play Ð. But this makes
for a loss fsr both of us. fko rational players
cerüain1y deserve the outcome (tr0) " I añ rätional
and by the fundamental postulate of gane theory, I
nust ansume that player 2 is also rational. If I
have eone to the eoncLusion that C ls the rational
choice, he too nust have come to the sra¡ne conclusion.
Now¡ knowing that he wÍIl play C, what shaLl I play?
Shall I not play D to get the greatest payoff? -But
if I have co¡ne to this conclusion, he has also
probably done so. Again we end up with (DrÐ). To
insure that he doee not cone to the concluslon
that he should play Ð, T better avofd Ít also. For
if I avoid it and am rational, he too wiLl avoid lt
if he ie rational. 0n the other hande if rationality
prescribes D then it nusb also prescribe D to him.
At any rate because of the syumetry of the game,
raüionality must prescribe the sa$e choice to both"
But if both choosè the same, then (tr0) iE clearly
better. Therefore I shouLd choose C.r
(Rapoport, I966p

p" I&L. )

Evidently there is not enough infornation in the
structnre of the prísonerrs dÍlemna game to assígn ühe opponent

strategyn However, a few trials of the
game shouLd be suffieient to give the player sone idea of the
likelihood that a particular opponent will cooperate. While
the player can seLdon be certain on any one trial that his
opponent wiLl cooperate, he can assign some probability to the
opponentls cooperatÍon. Thie probability wiJ-l effect the
one and only one best

expected value

of

each

payoff" Decision theory

ean thue

predict that the player choice having the largest
value wÍLl predominate"

expected

7

E:<pected Va1ue

Varying the nr¡nerical vaLue of the payoffs in the
prisonents diLemma matrix has produced differenees in player

cooperatÍon. Rapoport and Channah (I96jl, in considerÍ.ng
the player payoff relative to the opponent payoff, labered
each of the payoffs as folloirs: (crc) - re¡crard payoff - p"
(ÐrD) - pr¡niehment payoff - F, (toD) sucker payoff - S,
(Drû) - tenptation payoff. - T. IIe found support for the
hypothesis that player cooperation j.ncreases as the ratio
ts. - P increasesn varying onJ-y the nunerical values of the

T-S

payoffs varies the expected. value of the payoffs" [hus the
ratio of the expected values corresponding to the payoff ratio
R - P should be sj-milarly related to player cooperation. other

f-s

experi-ments have

also

found

that ehanging the reLati.ve vaLue of

the payoffs produces significant differenees in prayer
cooperation (Lavér 1965; Bixenstine & Blundell, 1966; Dorbear
& Lave, 1966; E13.is & sernat, Lg66) " Ho¡rever, it shouLd be
noted that changes in the absorute vaLue of the payoffs have
no effect on prayer cooperation (Dolbear & Lavé, 1966) "
Another way of varying the e:çected value

of a payoff

is to vary the probability that it wilL occur" The equation
for expected value is EV =ái pi Vi¡ where pi is the
probability that the event i will occur and v. is the vaLue
of Ëhe event io Sinee T or R occur whenever the opponent

tt

cooperates, the expected value of T is the probability that
the opponent will cooperate (p"), times the value of the payoff

T (Vf), Similarly the expected value of R is given by the
equation EVo = p.vR. There are only two opponent choices so
the probability that the opponent will not cooperate is 1-pc"
Thus EVt = ( l-pc)Vt and EVp = ( t-p")Vn. The ratio of the
expected values is therefore pcVR - (l-pc)Vp. The mathematical
p"v-T

- (l+.)lrs

properties of the game require that r is greater than R and
P is greater than S. T.,qlhen the probability that the opponent

will cooperate is increased, T and R are increased
proport'ionately and P and S are decreased proportionately" The
result is an i-ncrease in the ratio. Therefore, increasing the
probability that the opponent will cooperate should increa.se
player cooperation.

in player cooperation have
whose cooperation varies fron o/"

However, no differences
been found between opponents

to

lOOf, (Minas, Scodel, lviarlowe, & Rawson, 1960; Solomon, 1960;

Komorita, L9659

& Perlman, 1965; Trlrightsman, Davis,
T,ucker, Bruiniks, Evans, Wilde, Paulson, & Clark, 1967)"
Komorita did find a slightly greater player cooperation with
Oskamp

a

cooperative opponent when the player was female, The other
excepti-on is a study by Lave (1965). His graphs indicated that
occassional coopera.tion was superior to no cooperation for the

first four trials in 100 t,rials and that the

IOO/, cooperative

Y

initially high level of cooperation.
ro significance levels were given in Lavets study"

opponent received an
However¡

Thus the evidence from experiments varying the averago amount

of opponent cooperation fails to support the hypothesis that
íncreasi-ng opponent cooperation increases player cooperation.

ft has been shown that the decision theory hypothesis
that player cooperation is a function of the expected value
of the payoffs in the matrix leads to the prediction that
increasing cooperation will increase player cooperation. Thus
the more cooperation the player has reason to expect, the
more cooperation he should give" The subjectîs prediction
that the opponent will make a cooperatÍve choice in the
prisoner?s dilemraa game is generally considered a measÌrre of
trust. In comnon usage the term trust is rich in meaning"
In the present context the term trust will mean nothing
more than predicting that the opponent will make cooperative
responses. Personality measures which reflect such trust,
i,€.¡ which indicate that the subject predicts a great deal
of opponent cooperatlon¡ have been usedo In addition to
the predictíon of opponent cooperation these measures
generally indicate that the subject places a high
value on cooperation. Such a subject rnay persist in
cooperation even in a situation in whi-ch he expects little
or no opponent cooperation" Thus the experiments correlating
player cooperation and personality variables (Deutsch

196A9
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Lutzker, 1960; Bixenstine, Potash & Ì,'Íilson, 1963; Bixenstine

l{ilson, 1963; ijlarlowee L963; IvicClintock, Harrison, Strand
& Gallo , 1963; lrtctlintock, Ga1lo & Harrison, 1965; Ue jio &
&

Wri-ghtsman, 1967; lürightsman, 1966) are

not necessarily

for a correlation between player
cooperation and trust. Ivlore direct evidence for this
correlation comes from experinents in which the subject is
simply asked to predict his opponentts response before making
his own response, Ðeutsch (1960) and Loomis 0959) have found
that the subject cooperates aore when he predicts opponent
cooperation than çhen he predicts player defection, Hovlever,
Bixenstine, Levitte ând lrfilson (t900) reported a negative
correlation between trust and cooperation" The present study is
designed to exarnine the relationship between trust and player
cooperation" At this point it is sufficient to note that
there is an inconsistency in the results relating trust and
sufficient

evi-dence

player cooperation. This inconsistency throws additional
doubt on the decision theory hypothesis and suggests that
something ín addition, to the expected value of the payoffs

is effecting player cooPeration"
Stratggy anI! Plqyg lþ:iva!.igg
Experiments manipulating the average opponent
cooperation d.o not take into consideration what opponen'b

Opponen'b

strategy is being communicated to the subject" Two experinents

11

have found

that opponent strategy

does

effect player

is varied during the gane.
founa that a sequence of 5/' -

cooperation when the strategy

Bixenstine and T$ilson Q963)
5O/,

-

95/"

-

5O/'

-

5%,

fÍrst

increased and then deereased

opponent cooperation, Harford and Solonon (L9671 found that

a

sequence

of 3 noncooperative trjals

3 cooperative trials -

trials, was superior to 3 eooperative trials natching trials¡ when the player eooperatisn was eompared.
Harford attributes this difference to the conmunication of
2I+ mat,ching

27

lreforrned sinnern and nlapsed saintn strategies" These
experÍ-nents iltustrate that something can be communicated ts

the player about opponent strategy in addition to the
probability that the opponent will cooperate.
If the opponentrs strategy cornnunicates sonething
additional to the player, it is apparent that average opponent
cooperation does noÈ have the sane communicative vaLue as the
simple strategies previously mentioned.. Bixenstine, Potash
and l¡lilson (L963) conpared player cooperation on natching
trials folLowing È3% ot t7fo opponent cooperation. Althot¡gh
his design was the sane as Harfordrs and the strategy
differences between the opponentswere rnore striking, BixenstÍne
found no dÍfferences bett¡een the p3-ayer cooperation with the

different opponents" It is apparent fron this study that the
average opponent cooperation did not communieate the unanbiguous
strategy represented by Harfordrs opponent strategies' The
problen is how to account for Bixenstiners faílure to find

T2

differences in player cooperation with such different opponent
strategies.
gne possibility is that the average opponent cooperation
does not contain gufficiently precise informatÍon to connunieate
one and only one opponent strategy. For example, a híghly
cooperative opponent nay sínply value cooperationo 0n the other
hand, he nay jusb not understand the gane, partlcu3-ar1y when he

continues

to

cooperate egainst a noncooperative opponent"

Since the average opponent cooperatíon
oppoiont strategy

is

communícated

is constant¡ which

to the pl.ayer wilL

depend on

the player and in particular, it will depend on the pLayerts
notivation. For instance, one wouLd enpect a highly cooperative
opponent would communicate a high value for cooperation when
the players are motivated to coepêrât€r 0n the other handt
the same opponent would comnunicate a lack of understanding
of the garûe r¿hen the pLayers are motivated. to compete.
Studies nanipulating average opponent cooperation have been
particularly careful not to introdrrce either a competitive
or a cooperetive notivation. However, when the notivation is
not manipulated or controlled, the anbiguíty of the opponent
strategy communleated to the subject by a highly cooperative
opponent should increase the variability of the results" If
the effect of opponent cooperation j-s dependenÛ on the players
notivation, then this variability decreastes the probability of
demonstrati¡g signlficant effects fron opponent cooperation.

T3

This study was designed in part to test the hypothesis that
the effect of opponent cooperation is a function of prayer
motivation"
As previously mentioned,

this study is also designed
to study the effects of the playerrs initial level of trust
on player cooperation in the prisonerrs dil-enma game. The
decision theory analysis leads to the hypothesis that
increasi,ng opponent cooperation will increase player cooperationo
From this it follows that there will be a positive correlation
between the subjectts prediction that the opponent will
cooperate and his own cooperationo rn additione the actual
probability which the player assigns his opponent?s cooperation may depend on his inltial level of trust" For
exampre, a person Ínitially 1ow Ín trust may not assign as
high a probability to opponent cooperation as persons initially
high i.n trust, although both encounter the sane amount of
opponent cooperation, Thus a highly cooperative opponent would
be assigned a higher probability of cooperating by a person
high in trust and a noncooperative opponent would be assigned
a lower probabílity of cooperating by a person low in trust,
i"e"r the effect on player cooperation of initial level of trust
would. parallel the effect of opponent cooperationu
There is one problem which arises from the use of a
behavioral measure of trust, since the subjectrs predÍction
of opponent cooperation is simply a note to the experimenter,

1L

j-n no way a part

of the interaction or scoring in the gamet

to justify the players own responsesr without
penalty to the player. A neasure of trust whieh is indireet
and inbedded in the ganer i.ê. which adds to the playerts
seore if he nakes a correct prediction and detracts fron it
if he is wrongr would be preferable. Thus when trust is a
it

may be used

of only the predícted probabil-Íty that the opponent
wil-l cooperate, the effect of initial level of trust should
parallel the effect of opponent cooperation.
measÌrre

Statement

of the Prgblen

Decision theory predicts that player cooperation wÍIl
be a function of the expected val-ue of the payoffs ín the
prisonerts dilemna game, Experiments varying the numerical

sf the payoffs have supported the hypothesis that
player cooperation increases as the ratio R - P inereases.
T-S
Since increasing opponent cooperation increases the R - P
T-S
ratio of expected value, increasing opponent cooperation
val-ue

should also increase player cooperation, Both experiments
varying the anount of opponent eooperation and experiments

correlating trust ¡vÍth player cooperation have failed to
support

this predictíon,

variation in average opponent cooperation j.s
also a vartation in the informaüion comnunicated to the player.
However, a

L5

that the opponent places
a high value on cooperation when the player is moti.vated to
cooperate, but lack of understanding when the player is
motivated to compete. The present hypothesis is that the
effect of opponent cooperati.on is a function of the player
motívation. In addition, the amount of opponent cooperation
communj-cated to the player will depend on the playerts initial
level of trust" Since persons hfgh in trust should assign
higher probabilÍties than persons low ín trust, the effects of
trust should parallel those of opponent cooperation. These
hypotheses lead to the prediction that there will be a three
way interaction between opponent cooperation¡ player
notivation, and initial level of player trust. More
specificalJ-y, while no mai.n effects are predicted, it is
expected that the independent variables will interact so that
a highly cooperative opponent will elicit more cooperatj.on
under motivation to cooperate, parti-cularly from a subject
ínitial-ly high in trust¡ while a ,noncooperative opponent will
elicit more cooperation under a notivation to competeo
parbicularly fro¡n a subject initially low j-n trust.
Opponent cooperation

will

communicate

THAPTER TT
I\MTHOD

ectg.

The Ss were 71 students enrolled

in the

introductory psychology course at the Universíty of l{anitoba,
participating in this e:cperinent for course credit.

Pggi€g" Eight groups of Se Tdere used in a 2 x 2 x 2
factorial design" The nain treatnent variabl-e nas the anount
of opponent cooperatíon, with one half of the Ss playing a
cooperative opponent who was cooperative on 75% of the trials
and the other half playing a noncooperative opponent who was
cooperatÍve on 25/' af the trial-s. The second treatment variabLe
was the notivation to increase or decrease the opponentts scoret
inên to eooperate or conpete, 0nê half of the $s were
instructed that their final score eonsisted of their own payoffs
plus one half of üheir opponent ts payoffsr i"ê. they were
notivated to cooperate" The other Ss were instructed that their
final score consisted of theÍr o$rn payoffs minus one half of
tbeir op¡lonentf s payoffs, i,ê. they îtere notivated to compete"
The third variabLe was the initial Level of trust¡ with high
and 1o¡o trust groups in each of the four treatnent conditions.

T7

Procedure. grs were tested at the concrusion of a
series of ability tests not rerated to the present study.
Each Ê was informed. that another student was
scheduled to

participate with him in this part of the e:çeriment
because
two persons ïrere required. shortly after was
seated,, a
fl
paid confed.erate a*ived ts begÍn his series of tes

s"

The

players ürere seaÈed at a table divided by a
wooden partit.íon
with a windoru of froeted glass which aJrowed the players to
see that they actually had an opponent but obscured
hi.s
featuree- the players were instructed that they were to pray
a serÍes of games devel0ped from nathenaatical reasoning

in an advanced Íntelligenee test" ThÍs rationale
TVas empJ-oyed to ínsure involvenent in the game
The first game ïras a paper and pencil measure of
problems ueed

o

strategy preferenee which was an individuar game. g sirnply
chose which of two bets he would rather place on
the toes of

a fair die"

pairs of bets allowed a rational choiee,
others forced a nonrational choice, türrile the game
was later
scored for rationaL, conservative and extravagant choices,
this data r¿as not collected for pì.rrposes of the present study,
Sone

rhe second gane began with six trials on the prisonerrs
di-lemna natrix ts faniliarize the with the ganae.
Á,t this
$
tine S was instructed that the object of the gane was to get
as high a score as possible, The matrix shown in Figure
2
was displayed at right angles to the players. lhe players

18

Player II

A

A

B

606

lrg

Player I

B 9rl

l+,

I+

Fig, 2. The prisonerrs dilenma matrix.
Player II

Player

II

ABAB
+60+6 -60+9 A Player I Player I A +6r+6
+6r+l¡

-ór+1
1.

B

B

+9

u-6

+!r-6
+þr+6

2.

Fig. 3" The trust matríces for the pri.sonerrs
dilemma game" Matrix I is the trust measure
for the subject, Player I. Matrix 2 is the
saae measure for the opponent, Player II,
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sinultaneously. At the end of L5 seeonds,
E asked the players to announce their choice for that triaL
to their opponent" Ðuring these six trials the opponent
nade

their

ehoj.ces

time. Three trials were then played on
each of the natrices shøun in Figure 3. These matrices were
designed to require the S to predict the opponentts play,
and thus are d.esignated trust matrices. In the first m.atrix,
S receives 6 points for a eorrect predietÍon, i.ê. playíng
the sane as his opponent, ând -6 points for an incorreet
cooperated 50% of the

predíctíon. In the seeond natrixr the payoffs are reversed
and the opponent receives 6 points for a correct predíction,
-6 points for an incorrect predictíon. The second natrix was
necessary to assure the p that hís opponent was al-so a subJect
and that the gane u¡as eompleteJ-y s¡mmetrical. CÌ¡oices lrtere
si.mtrltaneous but $ did not ask the p3-ayers to announce their
choices on the trust rcatrices. 9s ïrere deeignated high trust
if they predicted 2 or 3 cooperative playsr low trust if they
predÍcted I or 0 cooperatÍ-ve pIays.
The third game consisted of 2l¡ trials on the prisonerts
dilenma natrix, Before beginníng this ganer one half of the
Ss were instrueted that their final seore wouLd consfst of
their ot{R score plus one half of their opponent ts seore. The
other hal-f were instructed that their final score would
csnsist of their o$rn score minus one half of the opponentts
seore. The prredoninant opponent strategy for the assigned
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treatment condition was given on all trials except the
Sth, 10th, l&thr 19th, and 23rd.

znd.e

CHAPTER

III

RESUI,ITS

The dependent variable was the number

of cooperative

in 2h trials of the prisonerls dilerama
game. The nean number of such choices for each level of trust
within each notivation condition for the cooperatíve and noncooperative opponents are presented in Table 1. The average
amount of player cooperation in each condition vras quite low¡
there being an overall nean of only 4,7 cooperative responses
over 24 trials. A 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance was performed
on the data and the summary of this analysis is presented
in Table 2n The predicted triple interaction was not
significant at the "0J 1evel. Similarly all main effects and
interactions were nonsignificant" 0n1y the main effect of
opponent cooperation approached significance (p = "06). Thus
the hypothesis that the effect of opponent cooperation is a
function of player motivation and ínítial level of trust was
choices the player.made

not supported,

of the means, however, indicates that
they were in the direction predicted for the motivation
manipulations, The mean number of cooperative choices for
An examination

the motivati.on conditions are graphically presented in
Figure ll,, Tlne 75% cooperative opponent received slightly
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TABI,E 1

of cooperative
for High and Low rrust
subjects under Eäch oi-trr"Ghoices
¡,õur-rrãätnent conditíons

Mean Nr¡mber

0pponent Cooperation

l¡Iotivation

7

5%

25%

Cooperative Motivat ion

High Trust

7.1+O

3.00

Low Trust

I+"20

3.78

I{igh Trust

6"00

l+"78

Low Trust

h.56

3.89

Competitive Motivat ion
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TABTE 2

A'nalysis of variance

for the Number of cooperative Responses

Source

df

Opponent cooperation (0-C)

1

b9.955L

3.92

Motivation

1

"7897

"06

25"O1+l+O

r.g7

þ8t3

"7b

l"79

(tvlot)

F

MS

Trust
0-C x Mot
0-C x Tru
Mot x Tru

1

22.75A2

1

.008'7

0-CxMotxTru

I

12

Within cells

63

12"7337

(Tru)

I
1

9"

"937

"00
t+

1.01
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Mea¡r nunber of cooperative responses for players motivated
cooperate (+}) o" to compete (-å) *nä" they facã a cooperative
opponqnt (71Í cooperation) or a noncooperative opponent (25% coopur.-

to

êtl-OllJo

25

to cooperate
and the 25/" cooperative opponent received slightly aore
cooperation when the player was motivated to compete. A
graph of the mean number of cooperative choices for each of
the trust conditions is given in Figure 5. The relationship
between the trust groups was not as predicted except that the
high trust group cooperated more with the 75/' cooqerative
opponent in the cooperative notivatÍon condition than did the
low trust group.
Since the analysis failed to reach the "0J Ievel of
significance¡ ro further tests Were performed on the average
number of cooperative responseso For descriptive purposest
a second.ary analysis was perforned on certaÍn indices suggested

more cooperation when the player was motivated

by Rapoport and Chammah (1965) " They have suggested that
indices of when tl:e players cooperate may be useful in
d.escribing groups which do not

differ in average cooperation.

These indices are:

El - the probabÍlity that player I responds cooperatively followj-ng player II?s cooperative response on the
preceding p1ay"

Nl - the probability that player I responds cooperatively following his own cooperative response on the
preceding play"

t1 - the probability that player I responds cooperatively following his own defecting response on the
preceding play"
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Fig. 5. Mean nunber of cooperative responses.for players
high in trust (H) ana players low i¡ trust (L), notivated
to cooperate (+å) or to compete (-å) *¿nen they face a
cooperative opponent (Z5fr.cooperation) or a noncooperative
opponent (25ft cooperation).
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Iîh - the probability that player I responds
cooperatively following player IIts defecting response on
the precedi.ng play.

E

- the probabllity that a player will

choose

cooperatively following a play in which he chose cooperatively
and received R (i.e" following a play in whlch both players
chose cooperatively).

the probabiLÍty that a player will choose
cooperati.vely following a play in which he chose cooperatively
and received the suckerts payoff (i.e" following a play in
which hevas the lone cooperator).

T

Z

- the probability that a player v¡ill

ehoose

cooperatively fol-Lowing a play in which he defected and
received lt (i.e, following a play in which he ls the lone
defecter).

Tt¡ - the probability that a player will

choose

cooperatively following a pLay on which he defected and
received P (i,e" folloring a play in which both defected).
The ind.ices conputed

for the player

considerÞd as

player I and the opponent considered as pJ-ayer II are given
Ín the Appendix" An analysis of variance was perforned on
each of the indices. The su.mulary of the analysis of variance
for the onJ.y index in which signÍfieant differences $tere
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found, the Z index, is given in TabLe 3. The Z index was
significantly greater for the cooperative opponent, j..e. the
player eooperated. more ofben after a payoff in which he was

the lone defecter when the opponent was cooperativeo
'tdtren the opponent is considered player I and the
pLayer is considered player II, the indices are different.
Sone indices for the opponent are necessariLy eonstant for
each leveI of opponent cooperation. For examPler tlne 75/"
cooperatíve opponent has an
cooperates

after

f', index of I

because he always

one defecting regponse¡ whi].e tl¡e 25/"

cooperative opponent has an N1 index of O because he always
defects after one cooperatÍve respogsêo However, other

indices are not constanto For exampLe, El depends on when
the player cooperates because the sequence of opponent
responses Ís constant. A 2x2 x 2 analysis of variance was
conducted for the índices which adnit some varj-abiLity for
both levels of opponent cooperatione i.e. the E1 and \
indiees. A 2 x 2 analysis was conducted for the indices which

adnit variability for one or the other level of opponent
cooperation, i"êo the ErleZ and Iltr indÍces" The sunmary of the
analysis of varianee for the onl-y index whieh indicated a
significant interaction, the tÍ, index, is given in Tab1e h"
The triple interaction for this i.ndex wåssignifícant at the
O5 1evel. This indicates that the opponents were not constant
across motj-vationaL and trust

conditions.

The mean opponent
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TABITS 3

Anal-ysis of Variance

for the Z Index

Source

df

Opponent eooperation (O-C)

I

I92L.3 552

l_

l+7.4752

Motivation (Mot)
Trust (fru)

MS

4.81o
.12

1

69a

"3oo3

r.73

1

3a

"L69L

"08

0-t x Mot
O-C x Tru

1

5.1+529

.0L

x Tru

1

5

"9632

,01
L.26

Mot

0-CxMotxTru

1

501.7979

Within cells

6l

3gg" 5352

þ.

'05
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TABTE l}

Analysis of Variance for the \

Index

Source

df

Opponent cooperation (O-C)

t

LO72t+"3t+77

Motlvation
Trust (rru)

1

189" 6t+tl

2.71

I
I

2.5262

"04

2l+I"9O3l+

3.46

(Mot)

L53.380

x Mot
0-C x Tru
Mot x Tru

l_

557 "9031+

7.980

I

t62.6089

2.33

0-txMotxTru

1

311.0608

I+.1+5x

lüithin cells

63

0-C

op

t

.o5

69.gaa]-

)t
for each of the experimental groups is graphically
presenÈed in Figure 6. The experi-mentaL design required

\

index

the different nrotÍvational and trust
groups¡ on the assu¡tption that the players Ín these groups
conparisons between

had constant opponents

differing only in

average anount of

cooperatj.on. However, the systematic differences in the
index indicate that the opponents nere not constant.
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CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION

that the effect of opponent
cooperation is a function of pJ.ayer notivation and initial
leve1 of trust wae not supported by the results, While the
neans of the notivation conditions vüere in the direction
predicted they were not of sufficient nagnitude to reach
significance" Differenees between trust groups were not in
the direction predicted, except when the subject was
motivated to cooperate and was playing a highly cooperative
opponent" As in previous experinents, the differences in
player cooperation elicited by dlfferent amounts of opponent
cooperation faíled to reach significanceo
The hSrpothesis

The secondary analysls suggested by Rapoport and

a closer look at the data, Their
indices are basícalIy a refinement on the neasure of average
cooperation" fhe indices can be applied to either player or
Channah (L965) provided

this refinement is made for player
cooperatione the differenees in player cooperation attributable
to differences in opponent cooperation can be Localized" For
opponent cooperation.

Tdhen

3b

instance, in this study only when a (DrC) payoff occured did
the amount of opponent cooperation become a factor in player
eooperation. If the player is facing a highly cooperative
opponent he is more lÍJcely to eooperate after a (DrC) payoff
than if he ís facing a noncooperative opponent, Rapoport
would consider this a difference in the playerts propensity
to repent, since he has jusb taken ad.vanüage of his opponentrs
cooperatj.on on the previous

trial.

However, sueh

a specific

difference can not be predicted fron the gross nanipulation
of average opponent cooperation" Nor would this difference
be predicted from the decision theory treatnent of the game
discussed previously.

specific predictions about player eooperatisn can
be made fron a somewhat different developnent of decision
theory recently proposed by Rapoport (L9671 " In his analysis
the probability that the opponent will eooperate is reduced
to the more specific probability that the opponent will
cooperate after a given payoff, Each of the payoffs has a
contíngent probability of opponent cooperationo The four
.ltl
contingent probabilities are represented by the IrYrZ and
Índices, If the indices assigned to opponent cooperation are
knowne then a best strategy can be arrived at for a series of
trials in the prísonerts dilenma game. Rapoport considers
the fact that the experinenter does not knor,u what contingency
probabilitíes the player assigns, a serious li-mitation to hís
More
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anal-ysis" I{e has not considered the possibility of using the
eontingency probabilities as an independent variable. Yett
there Ís no reason for not nanipulating the contingency
probabilities. They may well deseribe the dynanics of
strategy in the prisonerts diLenna gatne better than average
cooperation" For exanpLe, an opponent lvho cooperates equaLly
often regardl-ess of the playerts strategy nay not appear too
rational to the player. On the other hand an opponent nho is
very l-ike3-y to cooperate after a (CrC) or (DrC) payoff but
seldon cooperates after the opponent defeets might be a more
convincing cooperative opponent. Some consideration shouLd
given to the systematic manipulation of certain of these
cont ingency

probabilities

tr{hether

be

"

or not the indices are nanipulatedr the analysis
indices in the present study suggests that they

of the opponent
are a factor to be considered when the experÍmental design calls
for a constant opponent strategy" Since therevsas no systematíc
variation in player cooperation associated with trust or
motivation, the triple interaction in the opponent \ index
would appear to be a char¡ce happening. Neverthe3-ess¡ it was
evident from this analysis that the opponents were not constant
across trust and motivati-on conditions, If the \ index is
considered a measure of the proportion of the playerrs
defecting responses rewarded by subsequent opponent cooperetion,
the higher iltr1 index should elicit Less cooperation. An
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of Figure 6 indicates that a set of predictj-ons
nade on the basis of the \ indices for opponent cooperation
would dir.ectly contradict the predÍctions concerning trust.
examination

also deflate the differences between the
levels of opponent cooperation. It ís difficult to say to
what extent this systenatic difference in opponent cooperatíon
effected the results. It is equally dÍfficult to envisage a
nethod for arriving at an opponent strategy in which both the
average arnount of opponent cooperation and the opponent
indices are constant. Should future research indicate that
the opponent indices are an effectj-ve variable, these indj-ces
wil-l present a eonsiderable methodologieal problem for

These indices would

experjJnenters concerned

with the effects of average anounts

of opponent cooperation.
There are nore obvious methodological
which are not peculiar

to the prisonerrs

diffÍculties

dilemma game. The

rnanipulation of player notivation nay not have pro'duced
sufficiently extreme d.ífferences in motivation. Presenting;
the gane as a reasoning probLem may have introduced a general

conpetitive set, Such a set would decrease the effectivenests
of telling the player that he would receive one-half his
opponentrs score and thus the motivation to cooperate nay not
have been produced. The low mean cooperation would tend to
support such an interpretation' A post-experinental
questionnaire would. have been useful" Research in this area
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has largely negl-ected post-experimental questÍonnaires both
to check on experinental manipulations and for descriptive
purposes.
More general-lyr measures

of trust are often

unsatisfactory. In this case, the

measure was

not at all.

cooperation" Dividing persons into high
and low trust groups on the basis of three predictions Ìr¡as not
a very sensitive measure of trust and nay be too gross to
reflect any relationship bet¡veen trust and player cooperatÍon"
Increasjng the number of faniliarization and trust trj-als
night increase the sensitivity of the neasure enough to

related to

p3-ayer

índicate differencee between high and low trust players" 0n
the other hand, previous correlatfons between tru.st and
cooperative behavior may simply be an artifact resulting fron

the subjeetrs lrse of the measìlre to justify his behavior.
Some nethod for validating trust neasures is definitely needed
if research vqith this variable is to continue.
Future research in thís area will have to take into
consid.eration a more detailed description of the inüeraction

ín the prisonerrs dilenma ga¡ne than average

cooperatj.on"

This could be accomplished by using Rapoportrs indices both
as dependent variables and as independent or controlled

varÍables. If experinental

evidence warrants

lt,

Rapoportrs

decision theory analysis may replace the sinpler decision
theory analysis presented in the introduction as the basis for
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predictions in the prisonerts dilemma ga6e. Greater use of
post-experimental- questíonnaires wou1d. shed sone lÍght on
what is communicated to the subjeet by hís opponentts strategy'

to the gane situation will
probably renain the greatest obstacLe to use of the prisonerrs
dilemna gane in the study of two-person ínteractlons.

Meaer¡ring player varj-ables relevant

SiNV]iViARY

of the prisonerrs dilernna
game combined with research varying the payoffs in the
prisoneris di]emma game l-ead to the prediction that player
coopera-bion r¡ill be a function of opponent cooperation'
Experiments varying opponent cooperation have not found this
to be so. However, these experirnents have not considered the
possibility that a variation in average opponent cooperation
is also a variation in the information communicated to the
player, The ambiguity of this communicatj-on sLlggests that
what is communicated will depend on the playerrs motj-vation'
In adtLitione the actual amount of opponent cooperation which is
com¡nunj-cated to the player will clepend on the playerts initial
levei of trust, The present e)qperiment vuas designed to
exaroine the hypothesis that the effect of opponent cooperation
is a function of player motivation and trust'
The 21 Ss playeð, 24 trials of the prisonerls dilerruna gaiae.
One-half of the Ss played a highly cooperative opponent who
cooperated on 75/" of the trials" The other half played a
highly noncooperative opponent vrho cooperat'ed on 25'/' of tj¡e
A,

d.ecision theory analy5is

trials" cne-half of each of these groups were instructed that
their final Score l^roìrld. consist of their own score pl-ug one-

¿þ0

i.e. they were Eotivated to
cooperate. The other half Titere instructed that their final
score would consist of their ovün score minus one-half of
their opponentts score, i.e. they ïtere notivated to compete.
Ss were assj.gned to hígh or low trust groups on the basÍs of
an initial trust measure imbedded in a l2-trial faniliarization
half their

game

opponentfs seore¡

which preceded the experimental manipulatíons.

that nej.ther player notivation
nor trust were related to the amount of player cooPeration in
this experinent" å, secondary analysis suggested that more
detailed attention should be gíven to both player and opponent
strategies, In particular, the use of Rapoportfs indices
describing when the pi-ayer wíl-l cooperate was suggested as
the dependent variable in future studies. The problens which
these indÍces present for the nanipulatÍon of opponent
The results indicated

cooperation was also considered. Suggestions
methodology in

future research were

nadeó

for

improved
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APPENÐIX

TA,BLE A

P1ayer Indicesr in Degreesrl for High and Low Trust
Subjects under all Four Treatment üonditions
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